FUMCESL 11-22-2021 High Intermediate and Advanced Lesson
Introduce yourself. Tell where you are from and where you live now. Tell what you are most
thankful for.
Thanksgiving: No class on Thursday. Thursday is Thanksgiving. Thanksgiving always occurs
on the fourth Thursday in November. In school, we were taught that the Pilgrims came to what
became America seeking religious freedom. That part is true. We were also taught that the
native people here (Native Americans or Indians) welcomed the Pilgrims, taught them what to
plant and how to fertilize, then harvest their crops. This part is mostly true as well (at rst). We
were taught that, after the rst harvest, the Pilgrims invited the Indians to a big feast and
everyone sat down in happiness and peace. This is probably partially true. We're not really sure
who came or how peaceful things were.
What we don't often talk about or teach our children, is that the Pilgrims unintentionally gave
the Indians smallpox and other European diseases that the Indians had no immunity to. Indians
died in droves. In some cases, whole tribes died out. As more and more Europeans arrived, the
remaining Indians got pushed o their land and forced to move to land that was less desirable.
The Indians did not take the loss of their land well and there were numerous small wars
between the Indians and the settlers which generally resulted in lots of dead Indians. As
hostilities grew worse, Indians and settlers grew to hate each other. So after the rst
Thanksgiving, there was probably never another one.
Native Americans living today call Thanksgiving, the National Day of Mourning. To them, the
arrival of the Europeans meant nothing but disease, war and death for their people.
But we tend to ignore the unpleasant facts and celebrate the day of Thanksgiving by thinking
about what we are thankful for. It is a holiday usually spent with family and friends. We have a
big feast based on what we think the Pilgrims might have eaten: turkey, dressing, potatoes,
peas, green beans, sweet potatoes, cranberries, oranges, and lots and lots of pies. Watch the
slide show to see some of the things we traditionally eat. Then talk about a "harvest festival"
that you celebrate in your country.
VIEW AND DISCUSS SLIDESHOW
Pronunciation Practice
Just as we learned that how you pronounce C depends on what vowels come after it, how you
pronounce G is the same. G has two sounds, a hard G as in "gate", "go", "get", and a soft G as
in "gira e", "giant" and "magic". Notice the "soft G" sound is like the J sound.

glass

hungry

graduate

English

glue

degree

angry

fi

grandfather

fi

grade

ff

glad

fi

ff

When G comes before a consonant (any letters that are not vowels) it has a hard G sound.

beg

leg

rug

dog

fog

biggest

wiggle

gone

gun

Or if a word has two G's they are hard G's.
egg

foggy

bigger

Or if the G comes before A, O or U it's a hard G.
gave

gallon

good

BUT, if G comes before E, I or Y, it has the soft G or J sound.
gentle

manager

rigid

imagine

religion

refugee

engine

tragic

urgent

register

EXCEPT in some GE and GI words, the G is pronounced as a hard G. English has many
pronunciation exceptions.
get

give

geese

target

begin

gear

forget

together

eager

anger

girl

gift

giggle

hunger

nger

Grammar Quiz: Change from active to passive voice.
EXAMPLE:
We watched a soccer game.
ACTIVE: The goalkeeper caught the ball.
PASSIVE: The ball was caught by the goalkeeper.
1-We didn't play football yesterday.
ACTIVE: They cancelled the match.
PASSIVE: _______________________________________
2-The TV is working again now.
ACTIVE: Someone repaired the TV.
PASSIVE: _______________________________________
3-I can't nd my papers. Do you know where they are?
ACTIVE: The janitor threw them away.
PASSIVE: _______________________________________________________

fi

fi

When G comes at the end of the word, it is a hard G.

4-ACTIVE: The policemen arrested the man.
PASSIVE: __________________________________.
5-ACTIVE: My grandfather designed our house.
PASSIVE: ________________________________________________
6-ACTIVE: The mechanic inspected my car.
PASSIVE: _________________________________________
7-ACTIVE: My editor read my article.
PASSIVE: ______________________________________
8-ACTIVE: The volunteers fed the animals.
PASSIVE: _____________________________________________

